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Hanwei Practical XL Light Katana - 28,5 inch

Category:

Product ID: SH6000LPF
Manufacturer: Hanwei
Price: 322.00 EUR
Availability: In stock

See it in our store.

The blade is forged and differentially tempered, using the same process as the more expensive blades and producing an
HRC60 edge and HRC40 back. The temper line is authentic and prominent. Cost savings are effected by using fittings
which, while making no claims to authenticity, are very strongly built to withstand the rigors of cutting exercises in the
dojo.

Forged high-carbon steel blade
Differential tempering
Hanwei made

Performance Series: CAS/Hanwei is proud to introduce the most significant advancement in our katana line to date; the
Performance Series. Featuring four distinct blade variations (Iaito, Katana, XL, and XL Light) each sword has been
designed from the ground-up, with blade geometry specially adapted to the needs of each Japanese martial arts discipline.
Currently offered in two formats (Tori and Practical) with more to follow, the series will feature a wide range of steels and
furniture styles to meet every budget. - Our Practical Katanas have always been at the forefront of providing economical
yet functional swords to the martial arts community. Now with the blade geometries and profiles of the performance
series and the affordability of our Practical fittings, competition-standard cutting is within the reach of the tightest budget
- XL Light: Competitive Cutting / Light Weight The XL Light blades feature the same geometry as those of the XL but
incorporate deeply cut grooves (bo-hi) to reduce the weight of the blade while retaining most of it`s strength and cutting
ability. This weight reduction makes for a quicker sword, well adapted for multiple cuts in lighter targets.

Product parameters:
• Total length: 103 cm
• Blade length: 72,5 cm
• Weight: 1,16/1,55 kg
• Blade thickness: 6,5 mm
• Blade width: 3,6 cm
• Point of balance: 12 cm
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